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Summary

Upgrade Now

Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.73.
New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Upgrades are available at no charge
for clients with an active Enterprise
Subscription Agreement. To request
an upgrade or to discuss license
options, please Contact Us.

New Features, Improvements and Fixes
New Features
1. The SAM Bulk Profile Update has been updated to allow attributes to be specified over a date range. For
example, a Department may be permanently changed from a specific date, or it may be change for a date range only. This applies to
Departments, Employers, Positions, and Cost Codes. [#18575]
Bulk Profile Attributes by Date

2. Workforce Advanced Cleaning has introduced the ability to rerun the cleaning roster on a customer defined schedule so that any users of SAM
Cleaning will now be able to see if there are rooms that are no longer required to be cleaned today based on booking changes to that room. This
feature goes hand in hand with Advanced Cleaning solutions, however will also be available to non-Advanced Cleaning systems where rerunning
the cleaning roster would already add cleans to a run, we have now enhanced the solution with the ability to cancel cleans. The clean itself does
not get removed, however it is replaced with a status of "Cancelled".

Improvements
1. Additional auditing has been added for Departments, Employers, People Types, Room Statuses, and Positions. Audit information can be found on
the SAM Admin | Audit page.
2. The Workflow Roster Document has been updated to allow the People Type to be hidden when the parameter ShowPeopleType is set to N.
[#16717]
3. Workflow has been updated with a Transport Availability page. This will be available in the Links menu. If you would like to use this functionality
please contact Vix Resources Helpdesk. [#19733]
4. Workforce Report SRF308 Accommodation Discrepancy has been updated to include the Checked In date time on the Arrivals sheet and the
Checked Out date time on the Departures sheet. [#19953]
5. Workforce Report SRF241 People Change Audit has been updated to include when profiles are added. [#19922]
6. The SMS Onsite and Manifest searches have been updated to include the person's shift status. [#20078]
7. Workforce Report SRF218 Changes Made to Arrival and Departure Bookings has been updated to improve performance.
8. Workforce Report SRF255 Automated Booking Status has been updated with hyperlinks on the Summary page to allow easier navigation to
the details.
9. Workforce Reporting Output Fields have been updated so date type fields do not show the time component. [#16429]

10. Workforce Report SRF299 Returing Personnel has been updated to split results by the relevant booking attributes, especially when attributes
change part way through a booking. [#18885]
11. The SAM Bookings | Check Availability page has been updated to hide the Only show clean rooms checkbox. This option is only available
when the SAM Parameters UseAdvanceCleanDetails and AdvancedCleanDetailEnabled are set to Y.
12. SAM Reports have been updated with a message to show if they will deprecated in a future version. The message provides details of the
replacement Workforce Reporting option.
13. The SAM Rooms | Cleaning | Cleaning Allocation page has been updated to allow multiple rooms to have a Spot Clean added in a single
action.
14. Workforce Report SRF189 Transport No Show Go Show has been updated to include the Transport Code in its own column. The Transport
column has been renamed to Description and a new column Special Charter has been added to show if the transport is a special charter.
[#19996]
15. Workforce Report SRF163 Arrival Departure 2 has been updated with Check In and Check Out columns to show the actual check in and out
times. These columns will only appear if the SAM Parameter ROD_Enabled is Y. [#20074]

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where a waitlist promotion may fail when extending a booking and the person's room is not available. [#18737]
2. Fixed an issue where the Roster Preview was not able to cycle rooms even though the actual roster run was correctly cycling.
3. Fixed an issue where Room Cycling would not work when the roster had a last night room move.
4. Fixed an issue where the Not used in Report option was not available on SAM Reports. This has been returned and means "All camps this user
has access to". [#19877]
5. Fixed an issue with the Cleaning Days page where the shift visual did not include all days in the pattern.
6. Fixed an issue with Roster Previews where the roster included two or more on-site shift statuses (e.g. NS and DS). The preview may check
transports different to those the roster would actually use, potentially leading to an incorrect indication that transports would be overbooked if
the roster was run. The roster preview will check the same transports as the actual roster would select. [#20139]
7. Fixed an issue where the SAM Profile page when adding a profile. This issue only affected SAM users who's SAM profile view setting was Single
page and did not affect users using the "Tabbed" profile view style. [#20187]
8. Fixed an issue where changing the filter on the results grid in Admin | Accommodation | Bulk Room Update would cause the next button to
become inactive.
9. Fixed an issue where the Workflow New Account document would show the Login Name and Password fields when not at final approver stage if
the document had been saved.
10. Fixed an issue with group bookings not completely removing bookings when they are released from the group booking. This issue could result in
the group booking removing only the IN transport, leaving a dangling OUT transport (and room booking). If the group booking is unable to
identify the OUT due to a breakage in the link between the IN and OUT transports, it will release the booking from the group booking but will
not cancel any part of it. When this occurs, the user will be informed that they must manually cancel the booking using Bookings | Remove.
[#20287]
11. Fixed an issue where the order of days on the SAM Availability Widget was incorrect when filtering the Dashboard by Camp.
12. Fixed an issue where using the Send to another approver in Workflow was not setting the approver correctly and requests could become stuck.
13. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF296 Cleaning Export would error when using the latest version with SAM version less than 6.2.72.
This has been updated to note the new minimum version.

